Across
3. "Fifty-four _______ or fight" - campaign slogan for Polk
5. Spanish word for cowboy
9. the _______ Purchase was the buying of NM and AZ in 1853 to build a RR
10. uprising by American settlers against Mexican rule in California
12. US rival for Oregon territory
17. 1844 Whig presidential candidate but lost
19. large US victory in northern Mexico allowing US control there
20. congressman from IL and future President who is famous for his "spot" speech
21. the Mexican _______ consisted of CO, AZ, NM, WY, UT, CA, NV
22. negotiated the peace treaty for the US which ended the Mexican War
23. The _______ cause of the Mex War was US soldiers on disputed land
25. name of small third party whose anti-slavery stance hurt Clay in NY
26. commanded US army in the campaign to take the Mexican capital

Down
1. an unlikely candidate who wins
2. an immediate cause of the Mex War was TX becoming a ______ of the US
4. compromise parallel which is current US-Canadian border
6. neighboring area of Texas also annexed in 1845
7. known as "The Pathfinder", he helped with the California Revolt
8. one of two areas whose border was set by Webster-Ashburton treaty
9. name of treaty which ended Mex War
11. 1844 Democratic candidate for President; Texas becomes a state
13. captured Santa Fe NM before turning toward California
14. Mexican city which is the site of the final major battle
15. unofficially sent to start a war w/Mexico; captured northern Mexico
16. amount in millions US paid for land won from Mexico in the war
18. commanding general of Mexican Army as well as the President of Mexico
24. the idea of the US stretching from the ATL to PAC Oceans was "___ destiny"
26. part of the US which mostly favored the war with Mexico